Buell Consulting Services, LLC
2005 Pembroke Bay Drive
League City, TX 77573
Phone: 832.202.4211
Fax: 281.715.4220

May 7, 2009
RE: Flare Task Force Stakeholder Group
Mr. Anderson,
In development of the new SIP rules and the effort to collect additional data related to flare
performance, the following information is provided. The comments contained, here in,
provide additional details regarding consideration of the use of pressure-assisted flare
technology, as well as practical experience utilizing thermal oxidizers.
Pressure-assisted Flares
As currently written, 30 TAC 115 Subchapter H, Division 1 allows the use of flares to control
subject vent streams; however the flare type is restricted to steam-assisted, air-assisted, or
non-assisted flares by referencing the requirements of 40 CFR §60.18(c)(2)-(6) & (d). 40
CFR §60.18 was originally developed around non-assisted, air-assisted, and steam-assisted
flare technologies and did not specifically address pressure-assisted flares.
Pressure-assisted flares utilize the waste gas pressure to create a condition where air is
drawn into contact with the gas and mixed to achieve smokeless combustion. This results
in high exit velocities greater than 400 ft/sec. Pressure-assisted flares operate at sonic exit
velocities at the tip, typically Mach 1.0 or greater.
More information about pressure-assisted flares can be found as follows:
http://www.epa.gov/ttn/catc/dir1/fflare.pdf
http://www.johnzink.com/products/flares/pdfs/flar_hydra.pdf
Pressure-assisted flares can be utilized for both routine process operations and maintenance
activities. One of my clients desires to use a pressure-assisted flare to control HRVOCcontaining streams under 30 TAC §115.725 (i). The issue is that HRVOC hourly average
mass emission rates cannot be accurately calculated per 30 TAC §115.725(g)(2)(E) because
the flare tip velocity exceeds the maximum allowable velocity in 40 CFR §60.18. At the
lower DRE (93%), HRVOC emissions will be over-reported and the 1200 lb/hr site cap in 30
TAC 115.722 will be exceeded.
The Dow Chemical Company (Dow) also operates facilities in the HGA that utilize the
pressure-assisted flare technology. Dow approached TCEQ about the use of these flares to
comply with the current HRVOC requirements. In order to review the request, TCEQ
required additional data. Dow contracted John Zink to develop a test protocol to
demonstrate that the destruction efficiency of pressure-assisted flares is equal to or better
than other flare types, even though the exit velocity is higher. The test program was
executed at John Zink’s test facility located in Tulsa, Oklahoma.
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Dow in conjunction with John Zink presented the attached paper on the results of the
pressure-assisted flare emissions testing conducted at the John Zink facility to simulate the
Dow application. The testing conducted actually captured the inlet flare gas and the flue
gas, so that the DRE could be demonstrated. The testing concluded that combustion
stability is a major factor in flare burner performance and pressure-assisted flares have the
capability to perform at performance level’s comparable to steam-assisted and air-assisted
flares.
Since several facilities in the HGA and BPA could potentially utilize pressure-assisted flares,
it would be prudent in development of the new SIP rules and the review of the effectiveness
of 40 CFR §60.18 to include language in the state rules to address the use of these flares
for compliance. I do not have access to the test results from Dow; however, it was noted in
the attached paper that both TCEQ and EPA witnessed the testing and assisted in the
development of the test plan and protocol. Presumptively, TCEQ is currently in receipt of
this testing.
Thermal Oxidizers
When utilizing thermal oxidizers to comply with HRVOC, the compliance demonstration for
routine operation falls into 30 TAC §115.725(a), which requires that the thermal oxidizer be
tested and an appropriate operating parameter be selected during the testing and
subsequently tracked to demonstrate compliance. Vendor data and/or process knowledge is
allowed for the estimation of MSS activities and emission events in the use of thermal
oxidizers (or other control devices besides flares) under 30 TAC §115.725(a)(3); however,
this does not apply to routine operations. There is no option to utilize vendor data or
process knowledge for routine operations that are limited in scope, similar to the various
compliance options offered for flares in 30 TAC §115.725(e) – (k). Is it possible that
options for alternates to testing (rather than monitoring, as was done for flares) could be
developed for various limited duration routine operating scenarios (such as limited use <
720 hours/year, marine loading, pipeline maintenance, etc.) for thermal oxidizers and other
control devices? What I was hoping could be addressed is adding options for using
alternate control devices (like thermal oxidizers or vapor combustors) where costly
performance testing would not be required in some limited routine operations and vendor
guarantees and engineering calculations could be substituted for the testing. This would
provide more compliance flexibility and perhaps entice more industry personnel to employ
the use of this alternate control.
When controlled in a flare, VOCs with 3 carbons or less are destroyed by 99%. Conversely,
all hydrocarbons controlled in a thermal oxidizer are destroyed by 99.99%. In effect, the
thermal oxidizers are 100 times more efficient in removing HRVOC (with less than 3 carbon
atoms) than a flare. This comes at price, though, since incinerators (thermal oxidizers) with
a maximum rated capacity greater than 40 MMBtu/hr are subject to 30 TAC 117 and the
NOx Cap and Trade Program. 30 TAC §117.303(a)(4)(A) specifies that incinerators (thermal
oxidizers) with a maximum rated capacity less than 40 MMBtu/hr are exempt from the NOx
Cap and Trade Program. Flares, regardless of size, are also currently exempt. The NOx
emission factors for flares are between 0.0485 - 0.0680 lb NOx/MMBtu. The vendor
guaranteed NOx rate for a thermal oxidizer is typically 0.15 lb NOx/MMBtu. To control a
thermal oxidizer with a capacity larger than 40 MMBTU/hr to the 30 TAC 117 limit would
require the installation of additional control, typically Selective Catalytic Reduction (SCR),
and the introduction of new emission hazards, NH3. To avoid this issue, the thermal
oxidizer must be sized below 40 MMBtu/hr; however, this is not sufficient to control the
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entire flare load at most operating facilities. Therefore, use of the flare to control both
routine and emergency conditions is still necessary. If TCEQ’s objective is to utilize a
thermal oxidizer as a primary replacement for flares, this issue needs to be addressed such
that the thermal oxidizer can be sized to handle the entire flare load during normal
operating conditions (which will most likely be in excess of 40 MMBTU/hr). What is the
trade off between lower HRVOC emissions and higher NOx formation? Is it possible that
this can somehow be addressed with the current cap and trade programs for NOx and
HRVOC such that equivalent HRVOC credits can be utilized to offset increases in NOx
emissions?
Additionally, another issue that arises with the use of a thermal oxidizer is testing. Typical
NSR boiler plate language for a thermal oxidizer mandates testing to demonstrate 99.99%
DRE. The detection limits of the current EPA Reference Methods make this task very
difficult. Measuring the flow rate of the inlet using Method 1-4 is not typically an issue nor
is measuring the composition of the inlet stream using Method. However, because the
thermal oxidizers have such high destruction efficiencies, Method 18 cannot be used to
accurately measure the composition of the outlet. When Method 18 is used, many of the
components in the outlet stream are well below the detection limits of the respective
component. Using the detection limit or even one half the detection limit to calculate the
DRE often results in not being able to mathematically prove 99.99%. Instead, Method 18
is limited to verify that the probability of the unit’s DRE is approaching 99.99% (example
DRE > 99.78%), but cannot confirm 99.99%. TCEQ should consider altering the standard
NSR boiler plate language to allow more flexibility in demonstration of compliance by
perhaps allowing a comparable ppm stack outlet concentration comparable to the 99.99%
DRE that can be tested utilizing Method 25A. This is similar to the approach allowed in
most federal rules and would make compliance demonstration achievable.
I hope that this information will assist you in the development of the new rule language. If
you have any questions or concerns, please feel free to contact me at 832-202-4211. I
appreciate you providing the opportunity for feedback.
Thank you,
Trisha Froemming, PE
Attachments - John Zink Study - Pressure Assisted Flares.pdf
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Attachments

